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In worship and decision-making, Quakers     
emphasize the role of community. We believe       
that communities are usually better at      
discerning and expressing truth than any one       
individual acting in isolation. And we tend to        
trust that something is deeply true when it        
brings us together.  

Of course, Quakers aren’t the only ones to        
see power in the relationships that bind us        
together. In her book, Emergent Strategies,      
adrienne maree brown reflects on what      
ecosystems can teach us about the concept       
of interdependence. An ecosystem supports     
life because every part is in relationship with        
every other part. There’s a truth that lives in         
relationships, one that isn’t always apparent      
when we’re isolated.  

 
“Are you actively practicing generosity and      

vulnerability in order to make the connections       
between you and others clear, open,      
available, durable? Generosity here means     
giving of what you have without strings or        
expectations attached. Vulnerability means    
showing your needs.” -adrienne marie brown  

 

 
  
It’s easy to assume that living together       

under one roof will make it easy to spend time          
with your Housemates. However, coordinating     
the schedules of 6-8 people is a logistical        
challenge! Instead of relying on spontaneity,      
we ask Fellows to schedule their time       
together.  

We expect your House to gather for a        
time of worship each week. You’re invited to        
experiment with the format of worship, but the        
schedule should be routine.  

We expect you to gather for a time of         
decision-making each week. It lowers     
anxiety if there’s a predictable way to make        
decisions as a community. How will you set        
the agenda? How will you share the       
leadership of facilitating the conversation? 

Gathering around the table is an important       
aspect of community life. QVS asks you to        
share a meal at least once per week. How         
often will you eat together? How will you        
share the work of cooking and cleaning? 

At least once a month, schedule time to        
do something fun as a group. You might        
share stories, play a boardgame, volunteer in       
the neighborhood, or attend an event. What       
activities are fun for everyone? How often will        
you get together for the sake of joy?  
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There’s a fundamental difference between     

being polite and being in community. Two       
people can be unfailingly polite to one another        
for many years and still not be in community         
with each other.  

To enter authentic community, people must      
be real with each other. This requires the kind         
of vulnerability and risk that “politeness”      
allows us to avoid.  

Your Coordinator has community-building    
resources to share, but no one can build the         
community for you. You and your      
Housemates will need to build trust with each        
other. You’ll need courage and humility to       
name the conflicts that threaten to divide you,        
then find creative ways of addressing them.       
This work is integral to the QVS program.  

 

 
 
Conflict isn’t a failure of community! It is a         

feature of community life. If you find yourself        
in conflict with a Housemate, please speak to        
the individual privately, one-on-one, with the      
goal of restoring (or improving) your      
relationship. If that doesn’t resolve the      
conflict, invite a neutral third-party to help. If        
you need more help, bring the issue to your         
House community. If the conflict persists, ask       
your Coordinator to get involved.  

Please let your Coordinator know about      
any conflict that feels significant to you. Even        
if Coordinators don’t involve themselves     
directly, they want to support Fellows doing       
this work.  

QVS staff will intervene immediately if      
there is violence (or a threat of violence), or if          
someone is being harassed.  

 
Fellows need to consider how race, class       

and other aspects of identity have shaped the        
way we think about community. Because we       
have different backgrounds, we might hold      
different assumptions about privacy, conflict,     
managing resources, and other aspects of      
community life. Unless your House examines      
these assumptions, it’s unlikely that you’ll      
create a pattern of life that truly works for         
everyone. If you assume this conversation      
happens on a level playing field, then you        
discount the legacy of white supremacy,      
patriarchy, heteronormativity and other ways     
the dominant culture has defined normalcy.  

As you and your Housemates create a       
mindful, inclusive framework for living     
together, you participate in the creation of a        
more just world.  

What makes your home feel like a place of         
safety? What makes your home feel like a        
place of joy? When you talk about your life         
together, how will you make room for those        
whose experience is often marginalized?  

 

 
 
Because true community takes time and      

energy, we ask Fellows to be very selective        
about outside commitments. We strongly     
advise against the added stress of a second        
job. Will participating in a sports league or arts         
group add to your capacity for community       
building? Or will these activities drain energy       
away? How do outside relationships (romantic      
or otherwise) affect your availability?  

Based on our experience, we also caution       
Fellows about forming romantic relationships     
inside the House.  
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You and your Housemates aren’t building      
community in isolation. At least one Friends       
meeting in your city has taken QVS “under the         
care of the meeting.” There’s a preexisting       
Quaker community in your area, and they’re       
committed to nurturing your success!  

 
 
Throughout the year, local Friends will look       

for practical ways to help you feel welcomed        
and supported. They will invite you to Quaker        
events. As individuals, they might invite you to        
join them for an afternoon of making cookies        
or hiking in the woods. They will certainly        
bring you food. They will want to know if you          
need anything.  

During your QVS Year, you will have       
limited access to money. However, you will       
have more access to community. Having      
enough money allows you to solve problems       
independently. How will your perceptions     
need to shift so you can draw on community         
as a resource?  

 
 

 
 
We hope this year will strengthen your       

ability to build the bonds of community -- even         
with people who see the world differently. The        
Enneagram may be a useful tool for thinking        
about our differences. Talking about equity      
and privilege will be essential for this work.        
Engaging the local Quaker community will      
give you an intergenerational experience of      
community.  

Our society is often quick to divide us by         
generations. It’s easy to find examples of       
baby boomers complaining about millennials     
or millennials mocking boomers. How can we       
develop a more generous approach to      
intergenerational dialogue?  

When you visit a local meeting, the people        
around you will probably be noticeably older.       
What patterns of community life might reflect       
the assumptions of an older generation? Do       
any of these assumptions exclude you? If so,        
think twice about leaving the status quo       
unchallenged. By taking QVS under the care       
of the meeting, these Friends are committed       
to making space for you and your experience.        
How can you build their capacity for the work         
they’re called to do? How might the       
experience of older Friends inform your      
understanding of community, spirituality and     
social change?  
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Plan to spend some time with a Friends        
meeting in your area. QVS wouldn’t function       
without the support of local Friends. They are        
the community that nurtures your community. 

You can connect to local Friends by       
attending meetings for worship. Local Friends      
also welcome your presence at business      
meetings, classes or events. Participate     
wherever you have time and interest.  

If your site placement is looking for       
donations or volunteers, spread the word      
among local Friends! There’s probably a      
newsletter, email list or Facebook group for       
announcements. 

All the meetings that support QVS have       
appointed certain people to serve on the       
Local Support Committee (LSC). In your city,       
there might be a few QVS alums on the LSC,          
too! The LSC works to coordinate how local        
Friends express their care and support for       
you. Your Coordinator meets regularly with      
the LSC. They’d love to hear directly from        
you. Please contact the clerk of your LSC if         
you have questions or requests.  

Since your Spiritual Nurturer is probably a       
local Friend, that relationship may serve as       
another connection to the Quaker community.      
Your Spiritual Nurturer is happy to help you        
reflect on your experience; that includes your       
experience with local Friends!  

You and your Housemates can also build       
community by inviting local Friends to your       
house. You can extend a general invitation or        
invite selected individuals.  

You can also make a personal connection!       
Ask a Friend to teach you how to crochet or          
share some other interest. If you learn that        
someone has a museum membership, let      
them know you’d like to go sometime.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
At or before local orientation, you should’ve       

received greetings from the LSC in your city.        
The LSC should provide you with contact info        
and perhaps some notes on what      
distinguishes the different Friends meetings in      
the area. 

When you visit a meeting for worship,       
please remember that there’s no gatekeeper      
who monitors what is said out of the silence;         
the vocal ministry of one Friend may not        
represent the views of the entire community. 

Here are links to the meetings in each city         
that have taken QVS under the care of the         
meeting. 

Atlanta is the birthplace of QVS. Atlanta       
Fellows have attended Atlanta Friends     
Meeting since the program started in 2012.  

Boston has been a QVS city since 2015.        
These meetings are committed to supporting      
the work of QVS in Boston: Friends Meeting        
of Cambridge, Beacon Hill, Fresh Pond,      
Framingham, and Wellesley Friends    
meetings. 

Minneapolis became a QVS city in 2018.       
These meetings are committed to supporting      
the work of QVS in Minneapolis/St. Paul:       
Minneapolis, Twin Cities and Prospect Hill      
Friends meetings, and Laughing Waters     
preparative meeting.  

Philadelphia has been a QVS city since       
2013. The work of QVS is supported by:        
Green Street, Germantown, Central    
Philadelphia, and Arch Street monthly     
meetings; and Philadelphia Quarterly    
Meeting.  

Portland has been a QVS city since 2013.        
These meetings are committed to supporting      
the work of QVS: Multnomah, Bridge City and        
West Hills Friends meetings and Reedwood      
Friends Church.  
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QVS is committed to providing strong staff       
support for our Fellows. A Coordinator in each        
QVS City works about 25 hours each week,        
their primary responsibility is to support your       
experience as a Fellows. This commitment is       
one of the distinguishing features of our       
program.  

Coordinators will meet with you     
individually each month. Conversations with     
your Coordinator are confidential unless there      
is a concern of harm. Please be real about         
your questions and concerns, so your      
Coordinator can be present with you where       
things are real. Coordinators can help you       
reflect on your experience, find a medical       
provider or therapist, address equity concerns      
or connect you with other resources. 

Coordinators will be present to the      
House community. Coordinators will visit the      
House regularly. By remaining aware of      
what’s happening in your life together,      
Coordinators can offer timely help with      
decision-making and connect you with     
resources. 

Coordinators will facilitate discussions    
and exercises. QVS Days are scheduled for       
every other Friday. There are also 3 weekend        
Retreats during the QVS Year. Coordinators  

oversee the programming content for these      
QVS events.  

Coordinators will support you at your      
site placement over the course of the year.        
In the fall, your Coordinator will schedule a        
meeting with you and your site supervisor to        
make sure everything is off to a good start.         
The three of you will gather again for a         
midyear check-in and a final check-in at the        
end of the year. Before each meeting, your        
Coordinator will ask about anything you’d like       
to have addressed at work. Of course, you        
don’t have to wait for a scheduled check-in to         
raise a concern with your Coordinator. 

Coordinators will help you find local      
resources. Whether you’re looking for a good       
place to write in your journal or a good venue          
for local musicians, your Coordinator can help       
you navigate the landscape of your city. Your        
Coordinator can also connect you with local       
Friends: Looking for someone to organize a       
hike? Want to borrow an immersion blender?       
Your Coordinator can help you spread the       
word among the local Quaker communities. 

Please remember that your Coordinator     
works part time, and may be unavailable       
during certain hours.  

If you have a concern about the way your          
Coordinator is supporting you, please talk      
directly to your Coordinator. They want to       
grow into deeper and more meaningful ways       
of supporting you. If you need additional       
support, please contact the Director or      
Program. 
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Lee Anne McGaha is our Director of       
Operations. She receives and tracks food      
receipts, manages health insurance    
enrollment, provides information about    
student loan repayment options, and     
processes reimbursement requests and    
stipend payments. She can also provide      
income attestation letters as needed     
throughout your year.  

Want to talk about loan support or the QVS         
budget? You’re welcome to drop Lee Anne an        
email: leeanne@quakervoluntaryservice.org  

 

 
  
Oskar Castro is our Director of Equity and        

Inclusion. He’s supported in this work by       
Zenaida Peterson.  

If you’re participating in QVS as a person        
with one or more marginalized identities,      
Oskar and Zenaida are eager to offer practical        
support. Are you getting the resources you       
need to thrive? Do you need someone to        
advocate for you in the workplace, with your        
Housemates or in other Quaker circles?      
Oskar and Zenaida would be happy to talk        
with you. 

oskar@quakervoluntaryservice.org  
zenaida@quakervoluntaryservice.org  
 

 
 
Zenaida Peterson also works as our      

Recruitment Coordinator. They may ask you      
to visit your alma mater to help with        
recruitment.  

zenaida@quakervoluntaryservice.org  
 

 
 
Claire Hannapel is the QVS Development      

Coordinator. Let Claire know if you’re      
interested in the QVS model for fundraising       
and relationship-building. She’d also be happy      
to talk with you about your own fundraising        
goals and strategies. 

claire@quakervoluntaryservice.org  
 

 
 
Mike Huber is our Program Director. He       

supervises Coordinators and works with Local      
Support Committees. Because Mike oversees     
the program, he relies on your feedback! He’ll        
send several feedback forms during the QVS       
year, and is always happy to hear from you         
with questions or concerns.  

mike@quakervoluntaryservice.org  
 

 
 
Hilary Burgin is our Executive Director. She       

works with the QVS Board to oversee all        
aspects of QVS. 

hilary@quakervoluntaryservice.org  
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During your QVS Year, you will have       
limited access to money. However, you will       
have more access to community. Drawing on       
community as a resource may feel like a        
challenge. You may miss the sense of control        
that comes with more financial independence.      
You might need to be more intentional about        
naming what you need. What will you learn        
about yourself in the process?  

We hope you will live simply and       
abundantly this year. Please talk to your       
Coordinator or the Director of Program if you        
ever feel the support you’re receiving is       
inadequate.  
 

 
 

Direct payments will arrive as a check or as         
electronic funds deposited directly into your      
bank account.  

You will receive a $150/month personal      
stipend in this way. You may spend your        
personal stipend however you wish. It is       
considered taxable income; QVS will provide      
you with a 1099 at the end of each calendar          
year. 

QVS will also provide a direct payment for        
reimbursable grocery money. The grocery     
money is to be used for cleaning supplies and         
the food you prepare at home. We need a         
record of how you’ve spent your grocery       
money in order to keep payments for food        
from counting as taxable income for you. At        
the end of each month, we ask that a member          
of your house collect and submit all food        
receipts (totaling the amount you received at       
the beginning of the month).  

Some Fellows may decide to apply for       
SNAP benefits. If multiple people in your       
House receive these benefits, you may      
discover that your food resources are greater       
than your actual needs. If that’s the case,        
please have a conversation about whether to       
reduce the amount of support you receive       
from QVS.  

Whether or not you receive SNAP benefits,       
we expect your House to manage the overall        
food budget collectively. This is part of your        
work as a community. Together, you may       
decide to allot some portion of the food        
budget to individual food choices. However,      
the food budget will only feel abundant if you         
work together to meet everyone’s food needs. 
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You’ll receive a monthly pass for public       

transportation. Instead of a transit pass, you       
may request reimbursement for transportation     
expenses of equal value (e.g. gas, bike       
repairs). 

QVS pays for your housing, utilities, and       
wifi (but not cable/tv).  

We know student loan debt can be a        
huge financial burden. QVS is committed to       
helping Fellows understand and manage     
student loan debt. It may be possible to defer         
loans during your QVS year without      
accumulating interest. Based on your need      
and the availability of funds, QVS may provide        
financial support for the interest you can’t       
avoid. We may even help with principal       
payments for student loans. If you have       
questions about loan support, please contact      
our Director of Operations. 

Your access to healthcare is very      
important. We want you to participate fully as        
your best self! If you experience physical,       
emotional, or mental health challenges,     
please communicate openly with your     
Coordinator or the Director of Operations.      
Remaining on your parents’ health insurance      
may be your best option. If that option isn’t         
viable, QVS will either help you enroll in your             
state’s insurance plan or enroll you in the QVS                 
plan through Cigna. You may have to invest               
some time into the paperwork, but you will have                 
health insurance!   

QVS will reimburse in-network medical     
copays and prescription costs during the      
year, regardless of your insurance carrier. 

If you experience a personal or family       
emergency, please talk to your Coordinator      
about how we can help. We’ve set aside        
funds to help support Fellows when the       
unexpected happens. 

We’ve also set aside funds to support a        
variety of equity initiatives within QVS. For       
example, there’s a Black Hair Fund to help        
offset the extra expense of caring for black        
hair and skin in our society. If equity-based        
resources might help address any barrier      

you’re facing, please talk to your Coordinator       
or the Director of Equity. 

Fellows who complete the QVS year are       
eligible to receive a program completion      
stipend. The amount of your stipend is       
taxable income and will depend on how you        
assess your own privilege and access to       
resources. Your Coordinator will review the      
process about halfway through the year. 

 

 
 
Unless it’s an emergency situation, please      

communicate with your Coordinator before     
you incur an expense for which you’d like to         
be reimbursed.  

In general, expenses related to QVS Days       
and Retreats are reimbursable. 

Medical copays are reimbursable when you      
pay for in-network providers and services.      
QVS doesn’t reimburse for over-the-counter     
medications. Unfortunately, we’re unable to     
pay for dental care or eye exams.  

If you need House supplies (e.g., kitchen       
gadgets or garden tools), please talk to your        
Coordinator. Local Friends are often very      
pleased by the opportunity to show their       
support and may be happy to donate these        
items. Please ask for what you need!  

QVS is unable to reimburse for alcohol. 
To request reimbursement, please email     

the Director of Operations; CC your      
Coordinator. The email should include your      
name, a list of expenses by category, with              
totals for each category, and a PDF of each            
receipt (receipts need to be PDFs to be        
compatible with our bookkeeping software).     
Do so within 10 days of incurring the expense.         
If you take more than 45 days to submit your          
documents, your request may be denied.  

Detailed instructions and examples for     
requesting reimbursement and creating a     
PDF of receipts may be found in the        
supplemental info at the end of this document. 
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There’s a QVS House in your city because        
many people have worked to make it happen.        
Local Friends have filled your house with       
furniture and stocked your pantry with food.       
Every summer, while the House is temporarily       
vacant, local Friends prepare the House for       
your arrival. Previous Fellows have shaped      
the space as well, adding warmth and       
functionality.  

QVS leases a House in each city. Because        
there are different expectations in each city,       
talk to your Coordinator about how and when        
it’s appropriate for you to communicate      
directly with the landlord about a concern.  

The Director of Operations pays utility bills       
as they arise and works with your Coordinator        
to make sure QVS meets the expectations       
placed on us by local regulations and the        
rental agreement.  

Everyone involved in the process wants the       
House to feel secure and comfortable for you        
and your Housemates. Please talk to your       
Coordinator if there’s anything you need.  

Because QVS is responsible for the House,       
we may need to access the property without        
providing you advance notice. We’ll do our       
best to give you plenty of warning and to         
respect your privacy.  
 

 
 

Quaker Voluntary Service is committed to      
social justice and anti-oppression work. QVS      
houses are often located in or near       
marginalized neighborhoods. We hope you’ll     
take some time to learn more about the local         
history and the social dynamics that have       
shaped life in your part of the city.  

We also hope you’ll work to become       
members of the community where you live,       
building trust and solidarity with your new       
neighbors. Be mindful of how your presence       
in the neighborhood may play into larger       
patterns of gentrification and racial inequity. 

 

 
 
You are responsible for securing your own       

property and taking appropriate precautions to      
avoid theft or loss of property. The insurance        
held by QVS only covers those items owned        
by QVS. We encourage you to engage in        
conversations with your housemates about     
what safety/security looks like and means for       
each of you. 
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Adherence to the rental agreement restricts      

your use of the property. 
You may not have pets of any kind in QVS          

housing. Well, the Boston Fellows acquired a       
pillow in the shape of a pug one year. So let’s           
say no living pets are allowed. 

You may not smoke in the QVS house.        
This restriction applies to all tobacco and       
marijuana cigarettes, e-cigarettes, pipes, etc.  

QVS Fellows are responsible for mowing      
the grass, snow removal, and other upkeep of        
the property. Some Houses feature a garden,       
which is either extra work or a therapeutic        
pleasure (depending on your perspective).     
Please talk to your Coordinator about the       
specific expectations for your property. 

To reside in a QVS House, you must be a          
QVS Fellow. Depending on the circumstances      
involved, someone removed from the QVS      
program may be required to vacate the house        
immediately.  

 

 
 
In an emergency, it’s important to know       

how to shut off all power, gas, and water to          
the house. An LSC member or your       
Coordinator can show you the location of       
each shut off valve.  

If you’re not sure whom to contact when        
something in your House needs to be       
repaired or replaced, please contact your      
Coordinator. In some cities, your Coordinator      
or a member of the Local Support Committee        
may be your primary point of contact. In other         
cities, Fellows are expected to contact the       
landlord directly. No matter who’s listed as       
your primary contact, please make sure your       
Coordinator is in the loop.  

 
 
 

 

 
 
As a House community, you’ll need to       

make decisions about your shared space.      
These decisions may be part of your       
Community Covenant.  

At what temperature will you set the       
thermostat? What are your expectations     
about someone inviting a guest? Do you       
expect the House to be quiet after a certain         
time?  

What are your expectations about sharing      
a bathroom? How will you divide the chores        
so everyone is doing an equitable share of the         
work? 

Creating clear expectations will help some      
people feel less anxious. Finding a way to        
honor different preferences is a practical way       
of showing mutual support. 

 

 
 

No matter how you divide the general        
housekeeping responsibilities, always make    
an extra effort to clean up after yourself. To         
avoid attracting pests, make sure dirty plates       
don’t accumulate in your room. Swipe hair       
from the shower floor when you’re done. Each        
time you take a small action to address a little          
mess you’ve made, you save someone from       
getting stuck with a bigger, messier job down        
the road! 

This will not always be the case, but most         
often, your QVS House has been and will        
continue to be used by other QVS Fellows.        
We ask you to be a steward to the space and           
resources within it, with a lens of maintaining        
and leaving a special place for the groups of         
Fellows in future years. 
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Working at your site placement is a core        
component of the QVS program. We hope the        
work will be rewarding. With that said,       
“employee” is not your primary identity.      
Technically, you’re not employed by your site       
placement. Nor are you employed by QVS.       
This is a year of service.  

Working at your site placement is meant to        
give you an inside perspective into the way        
people have organized for social change.      
What works? What gets in the way? What        
assumptions need to be reexamined? From      
the perspective of QVS, engaging these      
foundational questions is as important as the       
day-to-day work you’ll be doing at your site        
placement from September to the end of July. 

 
 
Although your employment status is     

unusual, you’re still expected to be punctual       
and reliable in performing your     
responsibilities. The work day is still 8-hours       
long. You’ll need to follow site placement       
policies regarding confidentiality, sick days,     
dress code, etc.  

 
 
To keep the work from claiming more than        

its share of your attention, QVS has set        
boundaries for what site placements can      
expect from you. Every other Friday is       
reserved for QVS Day programming. Site      
Placements have received the dates of your       
QVS Days and Retreats and should avoid       
scheduling you for other responsibilities at      
these times.  

You also have a commitment to community       
life inside your House. If a site placement is         
routinely asking for your time on evenings and        
weekends, it becomes more difficult to      
schedule shared meals, house meetings, and      
other community building activities. It’s     
possible that you or someone else in your        
house is expected to work outside regular       
business hours. If you’re consistently asked to       
work during hours that interfere with other       
QVS commitments, please let your City      
Coordinator know.  

You may also need to think about setting a         
different kind of boundary. If you’re frequently       
working with people who’ve been traumatized      
by systemic injustice or misfortune, how do       
you keep your own equilibrium? What      
strategy is modeled by others in your       
organization? Is there someone who can help       
you process?  
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The partnership between you, your site      

placement, and QVS works best if we       
maintain good lines of communication in each       
direction. 

For the first few months, you should have        
weekly one-on-one meetings with your site      
supervisor. Your supervisor should help you      
understand how your job is connected to the        
organization’s overall mission. You should     
also receive practical information: like how to       
use the photocopier, how to ask for time off,         
and how to file a grievance. Have you        
received an employee manual? 

Please talk to your site supervisor if you        
ever need more information or support at       
work. If you’re unsure about how to make this         
kind of request, please talk to your local        
Coordinator. Your Coordinator will be happy      
to help you strategize or even accompany you        
to a difficult conversation.  

Three times per year, your Coordinator will       
schedule a meeting with you and your       
supervisor. The first of these should happen       
around the time of Fall Retreat. Your       
Coordinator will want to know if anything has        
changed with the job description and if you’re        
receiving all the support you need. Your       
Coordinator will also want to address any       
concerns your site supervisor may have.  

You never need to wait for your       
Coordinator to initiate a meeting. If you have        
questions or feel troubled about something at       
work, please communicate with your site      
supervisor or Coordinator, immediately. The     
sooner you raise a concern, the more quickly        
it can be addressed. 

 

 

 
 
QVS chose to work with your site placement        

because we believe they’re doing good work       
in the world. We also think they have the         
capacity to provide you with meaningful      
guidance and support. Ideally, the partnership      
with QVS allows your site placement to       
accomplish something that it couldn’t do      
without a Fellow like you on the team. 

During the application process, potential     
Fellows interview with several potential site      
placements. You have input into the      
matching process. Site placements also     
discern which potential Fellow fits best with       
their organization. Matches aren’t finalized     
until everyone agrees. 

Despite all the discernment that goes into       
matching Fellows and site placements, some      
matches start to unravel. If a problem arises,        
we hope and expect that everyone will enter        
into a frank and loving conversation about       
how to improve the situation. Your      
Coordinator can help facilitate the     
conversation, advocating for you and making      
sure everyone’s concerns are addressed.  

Sometimes, despite everyone’s best efforts,     
the relationship between a Fellow and a site        
placement becomes untenable. If your site      
placement has broken trust or failed to meet        
expectations, your Coordinator will try to find       
you a new site placement. A new site must be          
found within 30 days to continue the program. 

If you choose to leave your site placement,        
or if your site supervisor removes you from        
the organization because you’ve violated     
policies or consistently failed to meet      
expectations, you may be asked to leave the        
QVS program.  

Although there are always ups and downs       
throughout the year, it’s rare for a Fellow and         
site placement to sever relationships. We’re      
confident you’ll have a great experience      
working at your site placement! 
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Quakers like to see themselves as ahead       

of the curve on matters of equity and        
inclusion. The Quaker movement started in      
the middle of the 17th Century, amid the        
tumult of the English Civil War. Early Quakers        
pushed against the assumptions of the      
dominant culture in some interesting ways. 

The first Quakers outraged their neighbors      
by recognizing the spiritual authority of      
women. Women have always been key      
leaders in the Quaker movement. Because      
Quaker women had practical experience as      
leaders within the Society of Friends, they       
became leaders in the wider movement for       
white women’s suffrage.  

Early Friends not only proclaimed, “that of       
God” in everyone, they expressed confidence      
that people in different faith traditions could       
experience the guidance of the Light within.       
This was a startling idea in the 1600s. 

Quakers were among the first American      
colonists to reject slavery. In the 19th       
Century, Friends played an active role in the        
Underground Railroad. In the 20th Century,      
the American Friends Service Committee     
supported Dr. King’s study of Gandhian      
non-violence in India. Friend Bayard Rustin,      
became a key advisor to Dr. King,       
coordinating the famous March on     
Washington DC in 1963. 

 
 

Quakers may have been ahead of the       
curve in comparison to other European      
colonizers, but we aren’t excused from our       
own legacy of colonization. Our Quaker      
forebears bought and sold enslaved people.      
We settled on land that was already home to         
the Leni Lenape and other indigenous      
peoples.  

Although Quaker leaders have often been      
at the forefront of movements for social       
change, it’s also true that these same leaders        
have experienced resistance from the majority      
of other Quakers.  

Quaker history is more complicated than      
an unbroken series of cross-cultural victories.      
The modern Quaker belief that all people       
have equal value is certainly sincere.      
However, we’ve been paternalistic in     
assuming we know what’s best for others. For        
example, we pioneered the practice of solitary       
confinement in prison and sent indigenous      
children to boarding schools where they could       
be assimilated into the dominant culture.  

QVS is inspired by those Quakers who       
pushed against the assumptions of the      
dominant culture. We are also humbled to       
know the limits of our good intentions. We’re        
committed to listening to those on the margins        
so we can work as partners for social change. 
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For QVS to recognize and transcend      

patterns of privilege that dominate our society,       
we must listen to those who can identify the         
harm caused by existing structures such as       
white supremacy, patriarchy, and hetero-     
normativity.  

To help us build structures for listening and        
organizational change, QVS has appointed     
Oskar Castro as our Director of Equity and        
Inclusion. Because they frequently travel to      
QVS cities, Zenaida Peterson also works to       
build relationships with Fellows of color and       
other marginalized identities.  

In addition to national staff, we hope you        
will talk frankly with your Coordinator about       
what you notice in your experience and what        
may be preventing your full participation. For       
QVS to live into its commitments, we need to         
hear from you. 

In addition to staff, QVS has created some        
financial resources to address inequality     
within our organization. 

 

 
 
Recognizing the significant difference in     

the costs associated with Black hair care, we        
have created the Black Hair Fund. Fellows       
with kinky/Black hair may access up to $300        
over the course of their QVS year when        
purchasing products or services that meet      
their hair needs (getting hair braided, pressed       
or any service that will help keep hair and skin          
healthy). Eligible Fellows are invited to      
communicate with their Coordinator about     
accessing this fund at the beginning of the        
QVS year or at any time they choose to         
access this resource. Please provide receipts      
through the usual reimbursement process. 

 
 

 
 
QVS doesn’t want Fellows to end their year        

of service with a greater financial burden than        
they carried at the start. To meet that goal,         
we’ve created various structures of support.      
The Program Completion Stipend is a way to        
support Fellows as they transition out of QVS,        
offering extra resources to marginalized folks      
with fewer assets and fewer opportunities      
because of social structures stacked against      
them as they reenter the wider society. 

At the end of the year, Fellows will need to          
assess their personal level of need using the        
Economic Justice scale. We anticipate     
relatively few Fellows at either extreme of the        
scale. In 2018-19 (the most recent year for        
which these numbers are available), the      
median request was $625.  

Before the end of the year, QVS Day        
programming will equip Fellows for reflecting      
on wealth, privilege, relationships with money,      
and economic justice work. 

The money provided through the Program      
Completion Stipend may be used however      
you see fit. We anticipate funds could help        
with relocation costs, security/rental deposits,     
or paying off some student loan debt, but the         
choice is yours. This stipend will be       
considered taxable income. 

Only Fellows who complete the program      
through the end of closing retreat are eligible        
for financial support through the Program      
Completion Stipend.  

 

 
 
QVS has budgeted a total of $3500 to help         

with unanticipated equity needs. If you need       
support to travel home for an emergency or        
face some other financial need you are       
unable to cover with your stipend or access to         
your support networks, please communicate     
with your Coordinator or the Equity/Inclusion      
Director.  
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Attendance at QVS Days and Retreats is       
mandatory. Please get all these dates on your        
personal calendar!  

Let your Coordinator know if something will       
prevent you from participating in a scheduled       
event. Your Coordinator might suggest     
alternative ways for you to engage with the        
day’s content. However, your absence will      
always have an impact on the experience of        
community that day.  

 
 

August 31-Sep 4: National Orientation - All       
2020-21 QVS Fellows gather at Pendle Hill       
Quaker Retreat and Study Center in      
Philadelphia. 

September 6-8: Local Orientation - After      
you arrive in the city where you’ll be spending         
your QVS Year, you’ll have opportunities to       
meet with local Friends and learn about your        
neighborhood and city. 

September 9: First day of work at your site         
placement. 

 
 

September 18: QVS Day 
October 2: QVS Day 
October 16: QVS Day 
October 30: QVS Day  
November 13-15: Fall retreat 
November 26-27: Thanksgiving Holiday 
December 4: QVS Day 
December 18: QVS Day 
December 24-31: QVS Vacation Days 
 
During the first months of your QVS Year,        

you’ll work on building community. During      
these first months, you’ll also be setting       
patterns for House worship and decision-      
making. You’ll meet with your Spiritual      
Nurturer for the first time and set expectations        
for how often you eat together with your        
Housemates. The first months can feel      
especially hectic as you do things for the first         
time. 

Around the time of Fall Retreat, you’ll have        
an opportunity to meet with your Coordinator       
and site supervisor. This meeting is to make        
sure that everyone is getting off to a good         
start. Let your Coordinator know if there’s       
something that needs to be addressed! 

You’ll also receive a feedback form from       
the Director of Program, inviting your input.  
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January 1: QVS Vacation Day 
January 8: QVS Day 
January 22: QVS Day 
February 5: QVS Day 
February 19-21: QVS Mid-Year Retreat 
March 5: QVS Day 
March 19: QVS Day  
April 2: QVS Day 
April 16: QVS Day 
April 30: QVS Day  

 
There’s a break from December 24 - Jan 1.         

Let your Coordinator know if you need a ride         
to the airport or would like to spend the break          
with a local family; many local Friends are        
happy to provide this kind of support. 

In some ways, the new calendar year feels        
like a new beginning. During the first months        
of the new year, and Coordinators will       
introduce tools for analyzing the systems in       
which we operate.  

Because February marks the halfway mark      
of your QVS Year, you’ll have a second round         
of check-ins with your Coordinator and site       
supervisor. Your feedback will help your      
Coordinator decide which site placements will      
be invited to reapply for the coming year. 

There will be a second feedback form from        
the Director of Program; please take a few        
moments to let QVS know what’s working well        
or needs to be improved. 

Because this is also the season in which        
QVS actively recruits applicants for the      
coming program year, you might be invited to        
visit your college as an ambassador for QVS. 

About the time of Midyear Retreat, Fellows       
will begin to play a more active role in         
planning and facilitating QVS Days.     
Fellow-led QVS Days provide you with an       
opportunity to talk about the work you’ve been        
doing at your site placement.  

 
 

May 14: QVS Day 
May 28: QVS Day 
June 11: QVS Day 
June 25: QVS Day 
July 3: Vacation Day 
July 9: QVS Day 
July 23: Last day of work at sites 
July 26-29: QVS Closing Retreat  

 
As you approach the end of the QVS Year,         

you’ll have an opportunity to request a       
program completion stipend. QVS has     
structured this stipend to reflect the disparity       
of resources available to people in our       
society. Fellows who complete the program      
may request $0-1500, depending on their      
relative privilege. Your Coordinator will     
provide more information and guidance for      
this process. 

You, your site supervisor and Coordinator      
will gather for an end-of-year check-in. QVS       
will ask for feedback, reflecting the totality of        
your experience over the year. 

During your last week in the House, please        
plan to spend time cleaning. Local Friends will        
do some deep cleaning over the summer, but        
we expect you to remove soon-to-expire food       
from the fridge, leave clean sheets on the        
bed, and remove personal belongings before      
leaving.  

 
 
Local Friends will host a variety of Retreats        

and workshops this year. There are      
interesting events in your city. Local meetings       
may be willing to sponsor your participation at        
a national conference. Get involved in what       
brings you life! 
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QVS is a distinctively Quaker organization      
and experience. We undertake this work      
believing the Light of God dwells in each        
person. Our tradition teaches us to seek this        
Light in our experience.  

We’ve designed the QVS year to be an        
experiment. We don’t expect that every      
Fellow will begin the work of spiritual       
exploration from the same vantage point. Nor       
is there any guarantee that we’ll all reach the         
same conclusions. Rather, because this is an       
experiment, we’re inviting you to pay attention       
to what is really happening. Be where you        
are. Notice your presuppositions and put them       
to the test. Do the work of deep reflection so          
you can speak the truth of your own        
experience. 

 
 
The work of spiritual exploration is most       

rewarding when we move beyond the edge of        
what’s comfortable and predictable. It takes      
trust to enter the wilderness together. Invest       
in community so your House can live up to its          
potential as a center of spiritual life.  

 
 
You have everything you need to begin the        

experiment. Maybe you’ve already invested in      
skills to help you reflect on your experience,        
like meditation or keeping a journal. QVS       
wants to build on your existing skills and        
innate abilities. 

Trying to use a new tool will probably feel          
awkward at first. Tools for spiritual exploration       
may challenge your desire to be productive.       
They may ask you to set aside your reliance         
on the strengths that have served you well in         
other contexts, in order to make room for        
something new. Allow yourself to be playful       
with new experiences. Be curious. For the       
sake of the experiment, please push yourself       
to try something new.  

On QVS Days or Retreats, your      
Coordinator may invite you to try different       
spiritual practices. Other Fellows in the House       
may have suggestions for what to try. Meeting        
with a Spiritual Nurturer or attending meeting       
for worship may feel like a real stretch for you.          
Please give your best self to the experiment.        
Because the real work is always inward,       
there’s no life in going through the motions.        
Allow the experiment to touch your heart of        
hearts, and speak the truth of your own        
experience. 
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We invite you and your Housemates to be         

very intentional about the way you live. To        
that end, we ask you to develop a community         
covenant. Some Fellows have called this      
document their manifesto or star chart. It’s a        
way to name the values your House will place         
at the center of your shared life -- and how          
those values will be embodied by what you        
do and how you do it. The process of         
reflection and commitment is deeply spiritual.      
What guides you will rise from a deep place. 

QVS asks you to hold regular meetings for        
worship as a House community. This might       
look like silent reflection, a collaborative art       
project, or a dance party. Think about inviting        
different Fellows to facilitate whatever activity      
enlivens their hearts to the presence of Spirit.        
You’re welcome to ask your Coordinator for       
ideas, or to invite local Friends to facilitate. As         
part of your community covenant, decide how       
often you’ll worship together and how you’ll       
share the responsibility for organizing your      
time together. 

You’re also expected to hold “meetings for        
worship for the conduct of business.” This       
Quaker practice is built on the expectation       
that listening deeply together has the power to        
unite our hearts. It requires us to distinguish        
what’s a matter of conscience from what is        
simply a preference. Your Coordinator will      
provide some training in how Quakers use       
decision making as a spiritual tool. This is the         
process you’ll use to create your community       
covenant. 

At some point in the year, you will find         
yourself in conflict. Navigating conflict is an       
opportunity for spiritual growth. We’ve all      
learned habits to avoid, preempt or “win” a        
conflict. How can we open our hearts to new         
patterns that affirm the dignity of each person        
and help us collaborate on a solution? What        
will your covenant say about conflict? 

 
Quakers tend to emphasize the process of       

group discernment. We’re more perceptive     
when we listen together. This insight has       
shaped the way Friends worship and make       
decisions. Group discernment can also be      
used to support an individual.  

Drawing on the Quaker clearness process,      
your Coordinator will introduce you to the       
practice of Peer Clearness. This work      
requires trust and a respect for boundaries.       
Throughout the year, you’ll have opportunities      
to practice the spiritual work of seeking clarity        
and the work of helping someone else listen        
deeply to their Inner Guide. 

 
  
You’ve been paired with a Spiritual      

Nurturer. The two of you will meet together        
once per month. Having a regular opportunity       
to reflect on your experience is an important        
part of this experimental year. It’s a way of         
keeping you in touch with your own insights.        
Although your Spiritual Nurturer will ask      
insightful questions, these meetings will be      
most productive if you come prepared to talk        
about inner life. What are you noticing about        
yourself these days? 

 
 
Spirituality isn’t limited to a particular set of        

activities. You may encounter the Light at       
work or around the community table, in quiet        
solitude or in raucous celebration. We hope       
you’ll always be looking for these      
connections. 
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Please communicate with your Coordinator     
if you have any concerns about completing       
the year.  

QVS Fellows are not employees of QVS.       
Fellows are free to terminate their Fellowship       
relationship with QVS at will at any time, with         
or without cause. Similarly, QVS reserves the       
right to terminate a Fellowship relationship at       
will at any time for any reason not prohibited         
by law, with or without prior notice or cause.  

If a Fellow leaves the program, that person        
will no longer receive a stipend, grocery       
money, or transportation benefits. They must      
vacate the QVS House. They will cease       
working at their site placement. 

 
 

At the discretion of QVS Staff, a Fellow        
may be asked to leave the program. QVS will         
make every attempt to resolve concerns      
before taking this step. It almost never       
happens! QVS has nearly 200 alums; only 5        
Fellows have been asked to leave the       
program. 
  

QVS is committed to collaborating with      
Fellows and site placements to resolve any       
concerns that arise. However, Fellows may be       
asked to leave the program if they choose to         
stop working at their site placement, or if their         
work consistently fails to meet the      
expectations of the site placement.  

We expect your full participation in QVS       
Days, retreats, and community life. Fellows      
may be asked to leave the program if outside         
commitments prevent them from participating     
fully. Outside commitments may include     
employment, educational opportunities,   
relationships, or any endeavor that demands      
considerable time and attention.  

Fellows may be asked to leave the       
program if they violate trust. Trust may be        
broken by the irresponsible or excessive use       
of alcohol, marijuana, or other substances.      
Trust may be broken if Fellows make false or         
misleading statements to QVS, or refuse to       
provide requested information in a timely      
manner. Trust may be broken if Fellows       
escalate interpersonal conflict beyond    
possibility of reconciliation. Criminal conduct,     
including the possession, distribution or use of       
illegal drugs on QVS property or while on        
QVS business will break trust. 

Fellows who engage in behavior that QVS       
deems detrimental to the welfare of the QVS        
community may be asked to leave the       
program. QVS will not tolerate abuse,      
violence or harassment.  
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Fellows removed from the QVS Program      
will be given two weeks to move out of the          
QVS House. If QVS determines it’s not viable        
for them to remain in the House, they will be          
provided alternative housing during the     
two-week transition. Removed Fellows will     
receive one final personal stipend payment.      
We value the personal safety of Fellows       
removed from the program, and we will take        
all reasonable steps to ensure their safety       
after their departure from QVS. Equity funds       
may be available to pay for transportation to        
another city or to offset other relocation       
expenses.  

Fellows who are removed from the      
Program are not eligible for the Program       
Completion Stipend, nor are they considered      
alums. 

 
 
We recognize harassment may occur     

within any environment: at QVS, at your site        
placement, or wherever you go in your city.        
QVS stands with victims of harassment.  

QVS does not tolerate discrimination or      
harassment of any kind. If harassment occurs       
within QVS (e.g. between Fellows, between a       
staff member and Fellow, between Fellow and       
Spiritual Nurturer), we will follow the QVS       
harassment policy. 

Harassment includes, but is not limited to,       
epithets, slurs, jokes, or other verbal or       
physical conduct relating to an individual’s      
ethnicity, race, creed, religion, culture,     
national origin, disability, color, gender,     
pregnancy, age, economic class, marital     
status, family relationship, gender identity,     
gender expression, sexual orientation, or     
service in the uniformed services, or any other        
classification protected by federal, state or      
local law. Harassment includes sexual     
advances, requests for sexual favors,     
unwelcome or offensive touching and other      
verbal, graphic, or physical conduct, or      
electronic communications (including e-mail)    
of a sexual nature involving either members of        
the same sex or opposite sex. When an        

individual expresses specific discomfort with     
an action or communication, it is “unwelcome”       
to that individual. 

If you feel you are the target of        
discrimination or harassment of any form,      
whether at work, at home in your community,        
at Quaker meeting, or in the neighborhood,       
please immediately notify your Coordinator     
and/or the Director of Program.  

Additionally, if you notice someone else      
behaving inappropriately or if you suspect a       
housemate is being discriminated against or      
harassed but not reporting it, please      
immediately share that concern with your      
Coordinator and/or the Director of Program. If       
your concern is about a QVS City       
Coordinator, please immediately contact Mike     
Huber, who works as Director of Program:       
mike@quakervoluntaryservice.org or (503)   
680-6717.  

QVS will listen to all complaints of       
harassment or discrimination, promptly    
investigate such complaints, and quickly apply      
appropriate sanctions to end offensive or      
harmful behavior. If it is determined that       
harassment or discrimination has occurred,     
the organization will also take appropriate      
disciplinary action, up to and including      
dismissal of the offending party from QVS.       
Complaints of harassment or discrimination     
will be kept confidential to the extent possible.        
Fellows are required to cooperate fully with       
any investigation of harassment or     
discrimination. 

QVS will not retaliate against any Fellow       
because of complaints of harassment or      
discrimination or because of cooperation with      
any investigation. Any Fellow who believes      
retaliation has resulted from either the      
reporting of a complaint of harassment or       
discrimination or from participation in an      
investigation of such allegations should     
immediately report this to the Coordinator or       
Director of Program. 

  
Fellows who harass others may be      

immediately asked to leave QVS or the       
premises of the Fellow’s site placement,      
and the Fellowship relationship with QVS      
may be terminated.  
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We believe in being as transparent as       

possible about our finances. An overview of       
the QVS financial model is outlined below,       
and high-level income and expense     
information is linked on the QVS website.  

QVS's budget is comprised of revenue      
from site placement fees and staff fundraising.       
Site placement fees account for just over       
half of our annual operating budget, funding       
basic operational expenses such as housing,      
food, medical care, transportation costs, and      
local staff support for Fellows. Fundraising      
income includes: an annual fund made up of        
contributions from individuals and Quaker     
meetings, and grant funding for special      
projects. Our fundraising covers the     
distinguishing characteristics and heart of our      
program: national orientation, equity funds,     
spiritual deepening retreats, mental health     
support, recruitment, and administrative    
support. 

QVS’s financial model is based on mutual       
investment and resource sharing. We invite      
donors and community organizations who     
align with our vision into a relationship with        
QVS. Because site placement fees cover a       
large portion of our expenses, we’re able to        
spend less time fundraising and on      
administrative costs, and more time invested      
in Fellows and the local program. None of the         
“income” is automatic, though. It is dependent       
upon time and energy spent building and       
sustaining relationships — establishing new     
service and community partnerships, visiting     
donors, presenting at Quaker gatherings, and      
analyzing and communicating impact. On the      
flip side our expenses are discerned through       
a collective process, using feedback solicited      
from Fellows, board members, and staff.      

Budget line items like equity initiatives, loan       
support, mental health coverage, and an      
increased personal stipend each came from      
learnings from Fellows. More information on      
the financial support offered to Fellows is       
found here.  

 
 
When QVS started, Fellows were essential      

to our fundraising efforts. Each year, Fellows       
bring in new connections, relationships, and      
resources. At the start of QVS, Fellows were        
expected to fundraise $2,000. Fellows often      
heard that goal in terms of success and        
failure. Consequently, Fellows tended to     
experience anxiety and resentment when we      
talked about fundraising. We've also learned      
that the original target of $2,000 reflected       
early assumptions about class and privilege      
that simply don't work for everyone. 

In recent years we've made a deliberate       
effort to reframe the conversation around      
fundraising. We want to make sure the priority        
is on storytelling and relationship-building     
since we see fundraising as a form of        
organizing and movement-building. We’re    
excited about the work we’re doing. We want        
to tell our story in a way that invites others to           
invest in us.  

As a Fellow, you’ve become part of the        
QVS story. When you talk about your       
experience within your network of     
relationships, you help us connect to a       
broader and more diverse network of potential       
supporters. Throughout the year, QVS will      
invite you to tell your story. We hope you’ll tell          
your story in a way that invites others to         
invest. How might your invitation increase the       
momentum for social change? 
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As a participant, we are asking for you to         

engage in the work of fundraising in the        
following ways: 

 
Be involved in/host a fundraiser in your       
local city (timing dependent upon city) 
Fundraisers are great opportunities to     
practice hospitality and storytelling. Many of      
our Local Support Committees already work      
to put on a fundraiser in your program city.         
How can you collaborate with local Friends       
to organize a fundraiser? How can you help        
those in attendance leave with a greater       
understanding of and deeper connection to      
QVS? How might you tell your story in a         
way that invites others into the work? Who        
might you extend an invitation to? 
 
Testimonial Writing (May/June) 
Testimonial writing gives you an opportunity      
to reflect on your QVS experience, spiritual       
growth, and vocational exploration. We     
highly value this practice and have invited       
Fellows to write a 1-2 page testimonial each        
year since the program’s founding, which      
are then to be shared with our wider        
community of supporters. This offers you a       
chance to share your perspective, helping      
us to gather the many voices and multitude        
of experiences that make up the QVS       
program. We wonder, what intentions did      
you come in with and how have you lived         
into these intentions this year? How has this        
year with QVS changed your understanding      
of Quakerism? What has been the most       
meaningful part of living in intentional      
community? What have you learned? 
 
Understand the Potential of Your Story      
(throughout program year & beyond) 
If you are inclined to invite members of your         
community to contribute to QVS, you are       
welcome to encourage them to donate their       
time, resources, or money. In the past       
Fellows have asked family to donate      
furniture to help furnish a new QVS house;        
connected QVS to particular    
mission-aligned granting organizations they    
are personally associated with; have their      
church or home Quaker meeting contribute      

an annual gift; and invited a family member        
to contribute in honor of each month they’re        
in the program. 
 
From this experience, we learned that      
Fellow-led fundraising is most effective     
when: 

- Supporters’ values were aligned with     
QVS; 

- Fellows made asks in a variety of       
ways (one-on-one, emails, using    
social media, group presentations);    
and 

- Fellows worked collaboratively as a     
house to invite their networks     
support (writing newsletters/articles,   
hosting events). 

 
There are many ways individuals can give       
to QVS. For instance, many alumni continue       
to be engaged in fundraising efforts to       
support QVS’ future cohorts. Claire, our      
Development & Outreach Coordinator, will     
be happy to hear your questions and ideas        
about how to invite your network to support        
QVS!  
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You may already know that therapy is       

something you require to stay completely      
healthy or you may be considering therapy for        
the first time this year. Either way, it may take          
some time to find the right therapist in your         
QVS city. 

We recommend calling several potential     
therapists. Taking the time to speak with       
different providers can give you a sense of        
what each therapist would be like in a        
session. Is this someone with whom you can        
share deeply about yourself?  

The Director of Operations is happy to help        
you develop a short list of folks to call.  

As you’re deciding which therapist is right       
for you, it may be helpful to consider: What         
are you hoping to get out of your time with          
them? What things do you want to work on or          
work through? You can and should ask       
potential therapists whether they have     
experience with your particular concerns; and      
if not, ask if they can refer you to someone          
who does.  

You may also want to consider what mode        
of therapy you prefer, since different      
modalities can help address different issues.      
For example, EMDR therapy can be helpful in        
processing traumatic events, while Cognitive     
Behavioral Therapy can be effective for      
anxiety, depression, and OCD.  

As a practical matter, you should consider       
where the therapist is located and whether       
their hours and location fit in with your        
schedule. Psychology Today’s website has a      
robust search tool that allows you to search        
for therapists by specialty, language skills,      
background, and location.  

 
 
As a general rule, QVS can pay up to $40          

per week for therapy. This amount is flexible        
depending on your location, your needs, and       
at what point in the year you are seeking         
therapy. Please reach out to the Director of        
Operations if you are having trouble finding a        
sliding scale provider, or if you find a great         
therapy match, but they are more expensive       
than the guideline of $40 per week.  

We know you have little disposable income       
during your year, so there are several options        
for paying for therapy. If your provider is        
willing to accept payment after services are       
provided, you can ask them to directly invoice        
QVS via <bills@quakervoluntaryservice.org>,   
and we can pay the bill for you. This is our           
preferred method of paying for therapy.  

If your therapist requires payment at the       
time of your session, we can work with you to          
determine payment arrangements. One option     
is for us to send money to you in advance at           
the same time you receive your monthly       
personal stipend payment. In this case, you       
will need to make sure to send in the receipts          
for your appointments each month, similar to       
the process for food receipts. Depending on       
your cash flow situation, you could also pay        
for your appointment up front and ask for        
reimbursement for QVS. 

Ultimately, we want to provide mental      
health support in a way that works for you,         
and we encourage you to communicate with       
your Coordinator or the Director of Operations       
should you encounter difficulties in finding a       
provider.  
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Unless it’s an emergency situation, please      

communicate with your Coordinator before     
you incur an expense!  

To avoid a delay in your reimbursement,       
please follow these steps: Create a PDF       
image of all receipts. Send an email request        
along with your receipts (all in the same        
email) to the Director of Operations and your        
Coordinator within 10 days of incurring the       
expense. You’re very welcome to contact the       
Director of Operations with questions: 

leeanne@quakervoluntaryservice.org 
(713)208-7102 

 
 
In the body of the email to the Director of          

Operations, please include: 1) your name, 2)       
the total amount for which you expect to be         
reimbursed, 3) a brief explanation of the       
reason you incurred the expenses in each       
expense category.  

We ask that you provide expense      
explanations or descriptions if the purpose of       
the expenditure is not obvious. For example,       
a restaurant receipt could be for QVS Day        
food, a check-in, a recruitment trip meal, etc.        
We need to know WHY you are spending the         
money so we can correctly code the expense. 

If your Coordinator asks you to use a        
personal vehicle for QVS events such as       
retreats, recruitment trips, or travel to QVS       
Days, QVS will reimburse $0.29 per mile. In        
lieu of a receipt for this expense type, we ask          
that you provide a PDF of a map showing the          
mileage to and from your destination.  

 
 
We’re unable to reimburse you without      

receipts. Our bill pay software is only       
compatible with PDF files. Therefore, we’re      
unable to accept a JPG or inline text email         
(e.g. from Lyft or Square). You will be asked         
to re-submit your reimbursement request if      
your receipts are not sent as PDFs.  

To PDF an image on your computer you        
can navigate to the Print menu and select        
“Save as PDF” as the printer Destination. To        
do this, click on File, then Print, and change         
the Destination to ‘Save as PDF’.  

You can also use the Scannable (iPhone)       
or Tiny Scanner (Android) app on your phone        
to scan your receipts/bills in PDF format. 

Reach out if you need help! 

 
 
Here’s an example of the type of email we         
would expect to see for a reimbursement       
request:  

 
Hi Lee Anne, 
Can you please reimburse me for the following        

expenses? (receipts are attached below) 
● Therapy Center of Philadelphia    

Counseling appointments 1/15, 1/21,    
1/28: $120 

● Dinners for recruitment trip at Guilford      
1/24 and 1/25: $15.50  

● Round trip mileage for drive to Guilford       
for recruitment trip; 138 miles @ $0.29       
per mile: $40.02 

● Total reimbursement request for Liz     
Nicholson: $175.52 
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Reimbursable grocery money is to be used       

for cleaning supplies and the food you       
prepare at home. 

Please designate one person in your House       
to collect and submit all grocery receipts to        
leeanne@quakervoluntaryservice.org within a   
few days of the end of each month. QVS         
needs receipts to match the amount of       
grocery money disbursed to your house each       
month. Fellows in Philadelphia and Boston      
receive a total of $115/person; all other       
Houses receive $100/person. This difference     
reflects cost of living in each city.  

In the email, please denote the total dollar        
amount of the receipts submitted. You may       
want to set a monthly house calendar       
reminder to gather and send in receipts. 

Please submit receipts in as few files as        
possible. The Scannable app for iPhone      
allows you to scan multiple receipts into a        
single PDF file. It’s a pretty intuitive app, and         
YouTube has some video tutorials. For      
Android, Tiny Scanner is a good option for        
getting multiple receipts into a single file.  
 

Below is an example of an email regarding        
grocery receipts: 

 

 

 
 

It’s okay if your House spends less than        
your total budget! The money can be rolled        
over and spent in the coming month or two.         
Please note the surplus amount and the total        
amount you’ve spent on food when you send        
your end-of-month email with receipts.  

If your house experiences a large surplus       
(in excess of $100) several months in a row,         
we ask that you send QVS a check in the          
amount of the surplus - these funds will be         
used toward other initiatives. Checks should      
be mailed to PO Box 8240, Atlanta, GA,        
31106. We currently cannot accept Venmo or       
Paypal payments.  

If you run short on grocery money for the         
month, please be in touch with your       
Coordinator ASAP!  

 

 
Please remember that QVS expects your      

House to manage the overall food budget       
collectively. This is part of your work as a         
community.  

In some Houses, one or more Fellows may        
choose to apply for SNAP benefits. This       
decision is entirely up to you. Having       
someone on SNAP will increase the overall       
amount of money you have available for food.  

Especially if more than one person has       
applied for SNAP, you may find yourself with        
more food money than you need. If that        
happens, please consider reducing the     
amount of grocery money you receive from       
QVS each month. Talk to Lee Anne or your         
coordinator if an adjustment is in order.  
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If you purchase items from a farmer’s       

market or somewhere that doesn’t provide      
traditional receipts, please create a receipt for       
yourself by listing the vendor name, date,       
items purchased, item prices, and total. 

 
Example farmer’s 
market receipt:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of 
combination 
SNAP and 
non-SNAP 
grocery 
shopping 
receipt.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only the $6.76 charged to a Visa card 
counts toward the house’s total; the $72.76 
charged to an EBT card does NOT count 
toward the house’s total.  
 
 
 

 
 
While reimbursable grocery money is for      

cleaning supplies and the food you’ll prepare       
at home, you may occasionally eat at a        
restaurant as part of a QVS activity. If you are          
submitting a receipt for dining out, please       
make sure to include the itemized receipt and        
not just a credit card receipt. For example, if         
you go to Chipotle and order a veggie bowl         
and a side of guacamole, we need a receipt         
listing those items, rather than a summary       
credit card slip which only shows the total        
amount spent. Please remember that QVS is       
unable to reimburse for the purchase of       
alcohol. 

 
Example of 
correct version of 
restaurant receipt 
(itemized): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of 
unacceptable 
restaurant 
receipt: 
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SNAP stands for Supplemental Nutrition     

Assistance Program. This federal program     
helps people pay for food. Anyone who meets        
the eligibility requirements can receive SNAP      
benefits; in other words, applying for SNAP       
does not diminish what’s available to others.       
In fact, the level of federal funding tends to         
correlate with participation; so utilizing this      
resource may support future funding.  

Those who receive SNAP benefits are      
provided a plastic card, which functions like a        
debit card at the point of purchase. There are         
some restrictions on what you can buy. 

 
 
SNAP is a federal program, but each state        

administers its own application process. QVS      
alums and Coordinators can help you      
navigate the process in your state. 

The application process is for households.      
SNAP recognizes that people may live under       
the same roof without being a household.       
Although you are living in community as part        
of the QVS Program, your finances aren’t       
merged into a single household. We believe       
QVS Fellows may apply separately.  

Some QVS Fellows and alum work at site        
placements where they regularly assist clients      
who apply for SNAP benefits. We’ve relied on        
their input to understand the system. For       
example, we’ve learned that questions about      
sharing food aren’t meant to prevent SNAP       
recipients from being generous with others;      
rather, those who regularly share food with       

others might be eligible to claim a larger        
household and receive more benefits.  

Applying for SNAP benefits is entirely your       
decision.  

 
 
As you think about applying for SNAP       

benefits, what feelings or assumptions come      
to the surface for you?  

Whether or not you apply for SNAP, how        
might your increased familiarity with this vital       
program be of service to others? How might        
your experience help disrupt the dominant      
narrative that perennially threatens to cut      
government assistance? 

 
 
Based on the feedback we’ve received from       

Fellows over the years, we know it’s possible        
to experience abundance when a House      
pools its reimbursable grocery money. With      
the extra abundance of SNAP benefits, it       
might be easy to slip back into old patterns of          
assuming that each person will manage a       
separate set of resources. Please commit      
yourself to holding resources collectively. How      
can you think creatively about meeting each       
person’s needs? 

If multiple people in your House receive       
SNAP benefits, you may discover that your       
food resources are greater than your actual       
needs. If that’s the case, please have a        
conversation about whether to reduce the      
amount of support you receive from QVS.  
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For tax purposes, the stipend you receive       

in 2020 will be combined with all your other         
sources of revenue for that year. It will be the          
same dynamic in 2021. Because everyone’s      
overall revenue is different, everyone's tax      
situation will be different!  

QVS is unable to provide tax advice for        
your specific situation. If you need help       
completing tax forms, please talk to local       
Friends or visit your local library. Many       
libraries offer access to tax advisors. 

 
 
As a QVS Fellow, you’re considered a       

volunteer rather than an employee. We will       
issue you a 1099-MISC form to report your        
volunteer stipend at the end of each calendar        
year. The $150/month personal stipend, any      
loan support provided, and any program      
completion stipend amounts are considered     
reportable income. 
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